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THE PRAYERS OF THE FIVE FACES OF SHIVA
In very ancient India, well before writing was developed, a series of five
prayers were formalized and orally transmitted from teacher to student.
Each prayer initiated the student into a new phase of personal growth which
involved confronting a new and more powerful aspect of the Truth. The
ancient teachers called each new aspect of Truth a face of Shiva, the God of
Dissolution, because each face of Shiva that the student faced gradually
dissolved the illusion which had blocked him from union with that aspect of
the Truth.
The student memorised the prayer and said it at the beginning of each
meditation period. As the teacher saw signs of sufficient progress in the
student, she would introduce him to the next face of Shiva by teaching him the
next prayer. It usually took several years for a student to complete a phase or
step and merge with that face of Shiva. After initiation he would at first be very
excited by the wonders the teacher explained that the prayer offered. Then as
the months and years wore on, the student would become bored with waiting
for the wonders to happen. Some students in their frustration would even
imagine wonders. At last in desperation, he would try actually meaning the
words in the prayer. Rapid progress would follow and in a few more months
the student would see through the illusion that had been hiding the inner
meaning of the prayer. Armed with this esoteric understanding he would soon
find himself united with the attribute of Truth addressed by that particular
prayer.
This procedure was followed successfully for many thousands of years. Then,
around two thousand years ago, the sage Atri’s grandson, who was later called
Lakulisha: the Holder of the Club, dictated to his first disciple an expansion of
the prayers, which is published as the Pashupata Sutram. There is one chapter
for each face of Shiva explaining how to confront and what one goes through
with that face, and ending with the appropriate prayer.
In the translation of the prayers and their expansions which follow, the
translator has rendered them freely only after twenty years of meditating eight
hours a day as instructed by the prayers, and after twenty years, eight hours a
day studying Scriptures of the East and West.

THE FIRST FACE
Sadyojata
The Existent Original One

I, having had enough of not having the
following qualities, am moving toward
The Eternal, the Uncreated;
I surrender my 'soul' to
The Existent, to the Original One;
Who exists as all this and not as other
than this;
Please save me,
O Power to Act!

Chapter I
The Technique of Mastering Illusion
[Since it has been asked how the permanent end of pain may be
achieved,]
therefore we shall now explain what the One-Who-Has-Mastered
Illusion means by the teaching that the way is through union of the
individual soul with God.
[One must) bathe with sacred ashes three times a day, rest in
in sacred ashes and re-bathe [with sacred ashes].
[One should wear] a garland [of flowers], [be a] bearer of the
mark, [and be a] resident in a sacred place.
[One should] worship by laughter, songs, dance, sounds of
“dun-dun,” surrender, repetition, and sacrifice.
[Do all these things while] on the right side of the image of the
Great Player.
Have only one cloth or [go without] any cloth.
Do not look at or [mentally dwell on] feces or urine; nor talk with a
woman [man] who is of the worker-servant class.
If
[one does] see such or talk with such, by touching, exercising breath
control, and mentally repeating the prayer of light addressed to the
Cause or All Form, one becomes the one
whose mind is free from sin.
By doing the above, one attains union with God. One also
attains the powers of clairvoyance, clairaudience, instant thinking
and knowledge. [One becomes] omniscient, impotent, [one who can]
assume any form one desires, [one who can] interact without a body;
[that is, one becomes] Pure Ability.
All Beings and things become subject to one's control, and one
is not subject to being controlled by them. One can overpower

any being and one cannot be overpowered by them. One can
kill any being, and one cannot be killed by them. [One becomes]
fearless, indestructible, without old age, [and] without death.
The Great Essence does not obstruct such a one in any of such a one's
desires. Being equipped with all these qualities, one becomes the
Great Overcomer of Obstacles.
[Because all this is true, one should] mentally repeat this prayer:
I, [having had enough of not having the following qualities],
am moving toward
The Eternal, the Uncreated;
I surrender my 'soul' to
The Existent, to the Original One;
Who exists as all this and not as other than this;
Please save me,
O Power to Act!

THE SECOND FACE
Vamadevaya
The Ascendant Player
I worshipfully surrender myself to the
Ascendant Player, the Highest Being,
the ability to know others;
I worshipfully surrender myself to the
Dissolver, to the Ability to be
connected, the Ability to suspend the
Power of things, the Controller of all
beings;
I worshipfully surrender myself to the
Ability to be conscious or not.

Chapter II
Effect and Cause

The Ascendant Player, the Highest Cause is glorified by [its]
Effect.
He [the Ascendant Player] says That [the Highest Cause] is of all
powerful will.
Because of this the inauspicious turns out to be the auspicious.
Also, the opposite of the inauspicious is righteous behaviour.
Therefore, He [the Highest Cause] should be worshipped by both
ways, [that is] as the Gods and ancestors are worshipped [because]
both Gods and ancestors are [included] in the Cause.
[One] should not be too delighted on attaining powers [as a result of]
the frequent practice [of making the] ultimate sacrificial gift and
penance [and thus] attaining greatness.
From suffering the penance again and again, [one is] led to the
Highest State; therefore, one should be devoted only to That- WhichIs-Auspicious.
[Because all this is true, one should] mentally repeat this prayer:
I worshipfully surrender myself to the Ascendant Player, the Highest
Being, the ability to know others;
I worshipfully surrender myself to the Dissolver, to the Ability to be
connected, the Ability to suspend the Power of things, the Controller
of all beings;
I worshipfully surrender myself to the Ability to be conscious or not.

THE THIRD FACE
Aghora
The Unterrible
To the unterrible and terrible forms of
God;
To the illusion-causing forms of God;
To All Form, the immeasurable and
uncounted, which produces bodies,
Let my worshipful surrender reach.

Chapter III
The Secondary Technique of Being Insulted
[One will be] of unmanifested marks; [but] of manifested
practices.
Insulted by all people, [one should] wander about letting one’s
self be assaulted [and thereby get] all [of one’s] sin destroyed.
Because others abuse one, they acquire sin and one receives their
merit.
[Because this happens] one should wander about like an
unkempt person; or let others believe one is asleep; or act like one
is wooing; [and] things like these.
[One should also] speak nonsensically, so that one may be
assaulted.
[One should] continue in these ways until, [being] assaulted
enough, one becomes one who has performed enough penances
and [thus] becomes learned.
[Because all this is true, one should] mentally repeat this prayer:
To the unterrible and terrible forms of God:
To the illusion causing forms of God:
To All Form, the immeasurable and uncounted which produce
bodies,
Let my worshipful surrender reach.

THE FOURTH FACE
Tat
That

I want to know the Omniscient and
Omnipotent;
I embrace that Great Power;
Let the Cause unite me with That.

Chapter IV
The Abandonment of Pride
Hidden learning brings about an [endless] burning infinity.
By discrimination one should keep one’s practices secret, conceal one’s
wisdom, [and] hide all means.
[One should] wander about like a mindless one among the people, eating
only food prepared by others.
Other people will think one is a mindless fool.
The abandonment of pride is said to b the best of all actions.
[Said another way], the god of the organs of action and sense was the first
to practice this way of mastering illusion among the unbelievers. [As a
result] he received the good actions of those others whether or not those
actions had been done along with prayers. He did this by correctly-done
false impressions.
Since such insults amount to praise, one should wander about being
insulted.
Such a one is one of praiseworthy acts.
This is the best of all paths, this is a true path, other paths are false paths;
because, by this path, [one] goes to sameness with the Cause. No TruthLover [who follows this path] returns [to the world of illusion].
[Because all this is true, one should] repeat this prayer:
I want to know the Omniscient and Omnipotent;
I embrace that Great Power;
Let the Cause unite me with That.

THE FIFTH FACE
Isana
The Essence

He is the Master of all learning,
the Master of all beings, the Essence
of all creation;

Let me attain the Beneficent,

Eternally,

Siva.

Chapter V
The Detached Yogini
The Cause divinely says:
The detached yogini has her soul constantly united [with God]. Because
of having conquered her senses, she [realizes she] is unborn, [becomes
equally] friendly [toward everyone and everything] and acquires the
ability to be detached.
[The yogini must live in an empty house or cave, constantly in [with]
God, with her senses conquered.
Within six months of constantly being united [with God], gradually the
powers begin to work.
Alms which come into the bowl, [even] meat with salt, should be eaten. If
there is not enough food, drink pure water.
The yogini should live as a cow or deer [live, and will thus] be purified as
if washed by water.
The accomplished yogini is not entangled with action or sin.
The yogini should mentally repeat “That” and “The Original, Existent
One” while withdrawing her soul from all objects.
This begins the process of uniting [with God].
[After that] the yogini should meditate only on “OM,” holding OM in her
heart [her sense of self, the soul]. OM is the power to act, the power of
knowledge, the essence of ability. OM [is] beyond speech [sound], and is
the essence of all ability.
She, who has acquired merit, resides in a cremation ground, lives on
whatever is offered to her, without asking for it and, as a result, attains
union with the Cause.

[A yogini] should continually remember the Cause [and so] by
discrimination cut the connection between the network of causes [the
mind] and defective [impure] action.
The [resulting] perfected mind is kept pervading the Cause [and as a
result the yogini] becomes one who is free from fear, stable and without
goal oriented thoughts.
The yogini who does not slip [from this state eventually] gets to the end
of misery by the grace of the Essence.
[Because all this is true, one should] mentally repeat this prayer:
He is the Master of all learning, the Master of all beings, the Essence of all
creation;
Let me attain the Beneficent,
Eternally,
Siva

A new and illuminating translation of the ancient scripture,
“The Prayers of the Five Faces of Shiva,” appears in this booklet.
Passed down in the oral tradition from teacher to student for
thousands of years, this wisdom becomes available to a western
audience interested in more deeply understanding the practice
of Natural Meditation.

